Introduction* This paper is a generalization to n dimensions of the classification of the differentiable points in the conformal plane [2] , and in conformal 3-space [3] . In the present paper, this classification depends on the intersection and support properties of certain families of tangent (n -l)-spheres, and on the nature of the osculating m-spheres at such a point (m = l, 2, •••, n -1).
Pencils of m^spheres p, t, P, P l9
, will denote points of conformal Ή-space and S (m) will denote an m-sphere. When there is no ambiguity, the superscript (n -1) will be omitted in the case of S {71 -1} ; thus an (n -l)-sphere S (n~1} will usually be denoted by S alone. Such an (n -l)-sphere S decomposes the w-space into two open regions, its interior S, and its exterior S. If P ς£ S, the interior of S may be defined as the set of all points which do not lie on S and which are not separated from P by S the exterior of S is then defined as the set of all points which are separated from P by S. An m-sphere through an (m-l)-sphere S (m -1} and a point P ςt S (m " υ will be denoted by S (m) [P; S (w -1} ] . The m-sphere through (m-f 2)-points P o , P l9 -, P m+ι , not all lying on the same (m -l)-sphere, will occasionally be denoted by S (m) (P 0 , P l9 ••• , P m +i). Such a set of points is said to be independent. Most of the following discussion will involve the use of pencils π {m) of m-spheres determined by certain incidence and tangency conditions. An (m -1)-sphere which is common to all the m-spheres of a pencil π (m) is called fundamental (m -1)-sphere of π {m) . In the pencil π {m)
through a fundamental (m -l)-sphere S (m~υ there is one and only one m-sphere S (m) (P, π (m) ) of 7r (m) through each point P which does not lie on S (m -υ . Similarly, in the pencil π (m) of all the m-spheres which touch a given m-sphere at a given point Q, there is one and only one m-sphere S (m) (P, π {m) ) through each point P ΦQ.
The fundamental point Q is regarded as a point m-sphere belonging to π {m) .
Convergence. We call a sequence of points P ly P 2 , , convergent to P if to every (n -l)-sphere S with PCZS, there corresponds a positive integer N=N(S) such that P K CS if Λ>JV. We define the convergence of m-spheres to a point in a similar fasion.
We call a sequence of (n -l)-spheres *SΊ, S. 2 is the set of all the m-spheres which touch Sί r) at p.
Proof of (i). By Theorem 2, equation (1) Proof. This follows from equation (3). at p. Hence SS^, being the limit of a sequence of such m-spheres, must itself touch S^ at p, and, again by 
Its structure is determined by the single index i.
6. Support and intersection. Let p be an interior point of A. Then we call p a poiwί of support (intersection) with respect to an (n -l)-sphere S if a sufficiently small neighbourhood of p is decomposed by p into two one-sided neighbourhoods which lie in the same region (in different regions) bounded by S. S is then called a supporting (intersecting) (n -l)-sphere of A at p. Thus S supports A at p if pςtS. By definition, the point (n -l)-sphere p always supports A at p.
It is possible for an (n -l)-sphere to have points Φ p in common with every neighbourhood of p on A. In this case, S neither supports nor intersects A at p. Proof. Let S and S' be two distinct (w--l)-spheres of τ n -ι -τ n . Since *Sί" 1) =p, Theorem 2, Corollary 4 implies that S < ί\ 2) =p, and Theorem 3 implies that S and S f touch at p. Thus we may assume
that S' d(p\J S) and SC(p{JS').
Suppose now, for example, that S supports A at p while S' intersects. Then A Γ\S' is not void and 
A(Z(P\J S). Let t ->p in

